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The Culling Trials Book 2
You Donâ€™t Choose The Academy. The Academy Chooses You.
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The last of the Culling Trials is here. I foolishly thought Iâ€™d survived the worst.
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My team is falling to pieces around me and my heart is shattered for the losses Iâ€™ve endured. But I
canâ€™t stop when Iâ€™m so close to the end. There are too many people depending on me.
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The Culling Trials Read Online
I foolishly thought there wasnâ€™t much more I could loseâ€¦until the nature of my bloodline comes to
light.
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The Culling Trials Epub Vk
Iâ€™m not what I thought I was. Not what anyone thought I was.
But to tell people the truth would be to kill us all.
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The Culling Trials Book 1

To fail the trials will mean death, but to succeed might damn me for life.
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The Culling Trials Series
Book 3 and it is a Harry Potter on an acid trip at the Universal Studio ride.
This is the end of The Culling Trial but not Shadowspell Academy, I hope, because while we finally see
Wild and the gang bond and each of them grows into their magical ability we still don't have much clue
about Wild's parents and other mysterious stuff especially the Sandman and the Shadowkiller.
I think these motley crew underdogs are entertaining, love their chemistry and their bonding. I just
hope the next part will

Book 3 and it is a Harry Potter on an acid trip at the Universal Studio ride.

This is the end of The Culling Trial but not Shadowspell Academy, I hope, because while we finally see
Wild and the gang bond and each of them grows into their magical ability we still don't have much clue
about Wild's parents and other mysterious stuff especially the Sandman and the Shadowkiller.
I think these motley crew underdogs are entertaining, love their chemistry and their bonding. I just
hope the next part will be solid in character development, bits, and clue, politic, and romance, maybe?
just not another roller coaster ride of kidnap and assassin....too much and it'll get boring, ya know.
...more
omg, omg, omg, book 3 is here yay...
This trilogy has been compellingly amazing... and now we are at the end of the Culling Trials I seriously
can't wait to see what happens when they are all at the academy, if this team could find so much
trouble during the Culling Trials I pity their teachers...lol
Wild, Wally, Peter, Orin, and Ethan are a team whether they want to be or not, they are a seriously
magical bunch of misfits who make each other better when they work together...
The Culling Trials hav
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This trilogy has been compellingly amazing... and now we are at the end of the Culling Trials I seriously
can't wait to see what happens when they are all at the academy, if this team could find so much
trouble during the Culling Trials I pity their teachers...lol
Wild, Wally, Peter, Orin, and Ethan are a team whether they want to be or not, they are a seriously
magical bunch of misfits who make each other better when they work together...
The Culling Trials have been much more than mere trials for this team but each and every time they
have prevailed, somehow...lol most of the time its sheer stubbornness on Wild's part I do seriously love
her never give up attitude.
My favorite scene in the book has to be when Wild laughed in Ethan's father's face I mean seriously that
was just priceless...
The story is beyond intriguing, the magical loop-holes throughout the plot bring the story more to life
and have me jumping out of my seat with wonder as I never know which way the authors will go.
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For Urban Fantasy fans this is a serious must read series and I can't wait for more, I can definitely see it
becoming an absolute favorite for me.
...more
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The Culling Trials (shadowspell Academy #1)
Heart breaking Losses, Jaw Dropping Truths - Trust No One!!ðŸ’”ðŸ’¥ðŸ˜±
This was a shocker of a finale to this exciting &amp; fast paced trilogy!!ðŸ˜³ðŸ™ˆ
Wild's crew, still down one because they're still missing their friend, GregoryðŸ˜¢, wake up to find its
still like night outside, the moon is high but it's actually supposed to be daytime ðŸ˜² Its the Trial of
Night - so much for them picking their trials randomly!!ðŸ˜’
Something is very wrong once they step through the gates. Her internal warning system is going off
Heart breaking Losses, Jaw Dropping Truths - Trust No One!!ðŸ’”ðŸ’¥ðŸ˜±
This was a shocker of a finale to this exciting &amp; fast paced trilogy!!ðŸ˜³ðŸ™ˆ
Wild's crew, still down one because they're still missing their friend, GregoryðŸ˜¢, wake up to find its
still like night outside, the moon is high but it's actually supposed to be daytime ðŸ˜² Its the Trial of
Night - so much for them picking their trials randomly!!ðŸ˜’
Something is very wrong once they step through the gates. Her internal warning system is going off like
crazy, more so than ever before!!ðŸ˜² That's when Orin &amp; Wally tell them all they're in the
graveyard of Supernatural beings, Ethan confirms it's not an illusion and then a thunderous roll of
power goes through the ground.ðŸ’¥ Wally looks ill, she tells them it's a Necromancer bringing the dead
back as Zombies &amp; the likelihood of their survival is pretty much non existent!!ðŸ’€ðŸ˜± The 'game'
has changed. Yes people can die during the Trials but this - They're actively trying to kill one or all of
them!!ðŸ˜¡ðŸ˜ Wild desperately tries to keep her crew together, even when all hope seems lost, but
bigger forces are at play!ðŸ˜³ She was never meant to survive to enter the actual Academy, she's
starting to realise that now! She just hopes she can save everyone else before they finally take her
down!!ðŸ˜ðŸ’¥ðŸ˜
This book has some awful &amp; heart breaking parts in it.ðŸ‘»ðŸ’€ Betrayals, losses &amp;
confusion.ðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜ž There is also clarity, understanding &amp; a certain amount of peace. This is an
unmissable trilogy. I truly hope the Authors decide to write more about this crazy &amp; exciting world
ðŸ™•ðŸŒŸ
Debbie, 1970, UK

...more

Wild was shocked when a strange man showed up at her farm with an envelope for her younger
brother, one eerily similar to the one that her older brother had received and who had died at this
school. Determined not to let her younger brother die too, Wild sets out to become a boy and save her
family from more tragedy.Â
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This is a definite binge read book, so be prepared to read from cover to cover! The characters each
brought something special to the story that made you want to know each of them be

Wild was

shocked when a strange man showed up at her farm with an envelope for her younger brother, one
eerily similar to the one that her older brother had received and who had died at this school.
Determined not to let her younger brother die too, Wild sets out to become a boy and save her family
from more tragedy.Â
This is a definite binge read book, so be prepared to read from cover to cover! The characters each
brought something special to the story that made you want to know each of them better. A weird bunch
of misfits each with their own gifts; shapeshifter, necromancer, seer, vampire, goblin and warlock each
trial will show off their skills. If you are looking for your next new series this is one you donâ€™t want to
miss.Â
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The Culling Trials Book 2 Vk
Success
Such a good story, but even good stories must come to an end.
Just like the previous installments, I virtually read book 3 in one sitting.
Wild is an amazing character, one who possesses real steel at the core if her being. She is very well
written.
This story continues on just where it left off from book 2 a pretty smooth transition really. Their group
with one member missing move onto their last two trials. They also take the time to find evidence of
who was kidnapping the others.
It was u
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Such a good story, but even good stories must come to an end.
Just like the previous installments, I virtually read book 3 in one sitting.
Wild is an amazing character, one who possesses real steel at the core if her being. She is very well
written.
This story continues on just where it left off from book 2 a pretty smooth transition really. Their group
with one member missing move onto their last two trials. They also take the time to find evidence of
who was kidnapping the others.
It was unexpected in parts, had a few chuckle moments, a couple of awkward ones and one or two
OMG bits.
On the downside, I did feel somewhat let down with Wild's interactions. It's a little difficult to put into
words, only to say it felt like 2 different people writing her. As well as the story becoming a little rushed
in the last 4 or 5 chapters. There are unanswered questions that were just skirted over or left to ponder
on. I don't like loose ends. Sorry but there it is.
At the end of it, it still gets a tick of approval and fingers crossed, there'll be spin offs or other stand
alone st0ories.

...more

This review has been hidden because it contains spoilers. To view it,

click here.

I'll bump up the star rating if this isn't the last book in the series. Because it can't be!
Not because I loved this series so much that I don't want it to end. No, it's because book 3 ends with so
many things left unexplained. Everyone knows the Wild is Wild (AKA not her brother Billy) but how do
they react? They don't. Unless you count putting her in a room with Wally. Which I don't.
There was all this fuss about Billy. (specifically him) coming to the academy. They sent a letter where
they th
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Not because I loved this series so much that I don't want it to end. No, it's because book 3 ends with so
many things left unexplained. Everyone knows the Wild is Wild (AKA not her brother Billy) but how do
they react? They don't. Unless you count putting her in a room with Wally. Which I don't.
There was all this fuss about Billy. (specifically him) coming to the academy. They sent a letter where
they threatened his family if he didn't come and gave him lots of money and a time limit. And yet
nobody gives the slightest hint that they care about the fact that Billy didn't come to the academy.
WHAT?
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Then there's Wild and her crew going around, trying to solve these disappearances. Where's the higher
authority, the people in charge? They're supposed to be the ones looking into this not Wild. Help police,
there's a couple of kids (fine, teenagers) getting injured and and almost murderered!
That's how I feel. Wally herself says that the Culling Trials are different this year, more people are
getting injured. Well, since there's clearly a society of people with magic, there has to be someone in
charge. Where's the parents demanding to know why their kids are missing? Where, where, where? It's
all a mess.
At this point you can probably see the point I'm trying to make. So, obviously it's no surprise that it's
Wild who finds and saves the missing kids. Of course. And after when she and her crew are in an epic
battle and she actually kills someone? What happens? You guessed it, nothing. There's no investigation
or anything because as I said it before there's no one in charge!
The next day they have their ceremony thing (I forgot what's its called) where a magaical cauldron
("sorting hat") decides what house they get into (Harry Potter, anyone?). Wild is left alone with Mr.
Sunshine (forgot his name) because he says it's better no one knows about her being a chameleon
(power of all five houses) but it's OK for him to know? Maybe he's the one in charge? (who knows?)
Wild tells him that she'd rather be chameleon than a null (having no magic).
WHAT THE **** IS WRONG WITH HER?
In the first trial she mocks people for actually wanting to be a part of the magic world when it's so
dangerous. But here she is, five extremely dangerous trials later saying that she wants to a part of it.
What about her family? Her drunk father? Her fifteen year old sister who's running the
ranch/farm/whatever they have? Wild didn't want to leave her family and with good reason but after
nearly dying so many times, she bought into the "nulls are losers" mindset and now wants to be a part
of it.
Which is why I'm glad that I'm done with the series for the moment. If the authors write another book,
then yeah I'll read it because there's so much left unexplained but for now, I want a break from The
Culling Trials.
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